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For us Europeans, 2010 started
with an unusually cold and long
winter. As I am writing this note,
the first small flowers grow in the
Tiergarten park next to EANTC’s
lab in Berlin. We all eagerly
await spring time.

Carrier Ethernet interconnects are
in a similar situation: Spring is
definitely coming and a couple of market players
hope for a hot summer. Meanwhile, it takes time and
a decent amount of care to get the flowers to bloom.
Having set up individual service offerings, service
providers are now looking to increase their global
and regional footprint by interconnecting with others.
In the first quarter of 2010, ancotel and EANTC
have conducted two large-scale interoperability
sessions with service providers in live production
networks. Our top goal has been to improve real
Carrier Ethernet service interconnection (not SDH/
SONET circuits) by validating the end-to-end
functionality, high availability, service level
management and scale against a common standard.
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While we investigated point-to-point connectivity
and protection in the first phase, the second testing
phase — documented in this white paper — focused
service level management, specifically Class of
Service mappings. Eight European service providers
signed up for participation.
At ancotel’s “Kleyer 90” telehouse in Frankfurt,
Germany, all participants were connected to a
central interconnect switch provided by AlcatelLucent and evaluated with Spirent test equipment.
We also introduced a second ENNI exchange
provider into the picture by connecting Equinix in London.
This time, the showcase was not only located within
a few racks at ancotel’s vast co-location space — the
Carrier Ethernet services actually extended to remote
service provider locations in Munich, London, Luxembourg, Brussels, Paris and even Sevastopol
(Ukraine), where the circuits were terminated by
Network Interface Devices (NIDs) supplied by MRV.
Technically, the results were
confirmed a couple of things:

promising

and

• Each carrier provided their own flavor of
Ethernet services, but differences were minor so
they were all able to provide MEF services after
some tweaking.

• The number of classes of service varied from two
up to four. Around half of the participants
supported coloring.

• NIDs attached at the User-Network Interface
(UN) helped a lot during the provisioning
process to check for CoS-related dropping errors.

• Some providers checked the full S-VLAN/CVLAN header, creating some unexpected issues.

• Some, not all providers were able to create a
drop class as defined by the MEF
The results confirmed that Global Interconnects work

well for operators who invest time and brains; there
is more testing yet to come with regards to performance monitoring or special features such as hairpin
switching in further stages throughout the year.
We hope that you will find this short test report
insightful, and welcome any comments or suggestions.

A WORD FROM

ANCOTEL

A network is as good as its
connections to other networks.
Almost every service provider
interconnects with other partners
and Ethernet services are a
product
of
many
sources
Michael Böhlert
including intra-company LANs,
Director of Technology
provider network connections and
& Consulting, ancotel
transit via wholesale partners.
Volume and complexity of Ethernet interconnect
traffic has grown substantially, challenging
operators to simultaneously manage both, quality
and efficiency across national and international
networks. To support network providers also in
regards to quality parameters becomes a vital point
in linking many networks together. Especially the
class of service mapping proved to be one of the key
points hindering the seamless deployment of Carrier
Ethernet Services established throughout several
networks.
We received strong interest in this campaign, are
proud to take part and appreciate the strong participation of vendors and European service providers.
Enjoy reading and stay tuned for the next phase.
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Test Scenario

INTRODUCTION

phase of the test program. We added evaluation of
remote locations all across Europe using Network
Interface Devices (NIDs), an interconnect fabric
which simultaneously services all Ethernet Virtual
Connections (EVCs), and tests which focus on the
MEF specified ENNI and Class of Service (CoS)
mapping.

The market for Carrier Ethernet services is growing
— primarily with regards to enterprise point-to-point
applications, but multipoint services and mobile
backhaul are following up as well. Network
operators worldwide have been ramping up their
infrastructures to offer carrier-grade Ethernet
services. Many move on from Ethernet over SDH to
packet-network (often MPLS) based Carrier Ethernet
services for increased throughput scale and granularity, multi-point VPN support and more competitive
pricing.

TEST SCENARIO
In our test scenario we emulated two customers
(“Customer A” and “Customer B”) that each
purchase Ethernet Virtual Private Line (EVPL) services
from a wholesale provider. The wholesale provider,
who generally leases lines, or Operator Virtual
Circuits (OVC), from other providers with more infrastructure in order to offer end-to-end services,
realizes that multiple Operator MENs are required
to provision Carrier Ethernet services to these
customer locations. We emulated a customer site for
each customer, on each MEN Operator.

Today, provisioning of Ethernet-based VPN services
can be a costly exercise as network operators have
the challenge of negotiating parameters for all
external interfaces facing customers or other
operators. Supplementary services such as Class of
Service (CoS) or OAM complicate the negotiation
procedure further.
Meanwhile, the MEF (Metro Ethernet Forum) has
standardized Carrier Ethernet-based VPN services.
Since 2005, the MEF provides specifications for
customer-facing User Network Interface (UNI). In
January 2010, the MEF ratified the External
Network-Network Interface (ENNI) specification,
defining details for Carrier Ethernet service interconnection across network operators. This standardization provides a common ground of understanding
services and their interfaces, and aims to improve
interoperability of Carrier Ethernet across operators
and customers.

Each EVPL connected a customer site at ancotel’s
point-of-presence (PoP) in Frankfurt via one MEN
with a customer site at a remote location via a
second MEN. The wholesale provider connected
Network Interface Devices (NIDs) to interface with
each Operator MEN. NIDs at ancotel were
connected to a tester, while remote NIDs were
configured to loop back incoming frames the same
way they came in (swapping MAC addresses) to be
received also by the same tester. This setup allowed
bidirectional, end-to-end verification of the tested
EVPL from a single PoP. The described scenario is
shown by the logical test setup in Figure 1.

We set up our interoperability test program with
exactly this goal: To validate and improve ENNI
interoperability
across
network
operators
worldwide.

Operator Networks

Review of Initial Program Phase — In
January 2010, we kicked off the initial phase of the
test program with the goal of testing basic ENNI
connectivity and resiliency against link failures
among service providers connected at ancotel’s
interconnection facility in Frankfurt/Germany. Back
in February, we published a separate white paper
describing the initial phase test results, which can be
found at http://www.eantc.com/cegi2010 as well.

During the tests we verified EVPL services from
several providers - we refer to these participants as
“Operator MEN”. We tested the MEN operation of
the following network operators: Belgacom ICS,
Expereo, Level 3 Communications, P&TLuxembourg,
Teragate, Tinet, and Ucomline.

As shown in Figure 1, each Operator MEN
configured three ports in total: One facing

Second Phase — This document marks the second
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UNI-C2, UNI-C4: Customer B UNI ports

Figure 1: Logical Test Scenario For Each Operator MEN Pair
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Customer A, one facing Customer B, and one facing
all other network operator. Participant operators had
the option to provision one of these customer facing
ports at a remote location, otherwise all ports were
located at ancotel in Frankfurt. Depending on the
operator role in the scenario (MEN A or MEN C),
the operators configured the remote site for
Customer A (MEN A) or Customer B (MEN C). From
the functional point of view there was no difference
between the both MEN roles, these were simply
established to create a pairing of operators. The
Operator MEN were then asked to configure OVCs
from Customer A and Customer B NID ENNIs to the
Interconnect MEN ENNI.

Figure 2: Geographic TestCoverage

Exchange / Interconnect MEN
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Since the business model of this special type of an
operator network is interconnecting other Operators
MENs, it perfectly matches the business model of
such neutral carrier hotels, with connectivity to
hundreds of operators in their interconnection facilities. The Interconnect MEN is represented by the
MEN B in Figure 1. ancotel provided this exchange
service via an Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SR - a carrier
grade Carrier Ethernet switch.
The Alcatel-Lucent 7750 SR configured ENNI interfaces to all MEN operators and interconnected the
EVPLs crossing all multiple operator MENs simultaneously. The switch supported MEF conform as well as
those ENNIs with special configuration (e.g. with
top-most Ethertype as 0x8100). In addition to interconnecting OVCs, the switch converted between
different types of VLANs and CoS IDs.
Services were also hauled to a second exchange
provider, Equinix. For the purpose of the test the
same methodology was used as for other providers,
except that no local ports in Frankfurt were provisioned — only one connected to a remote NID in
London at Equinix. The Layer 2 connectivity between
the Frankfurt and London exchange locations was
provided by Tinet.

Ethernet Network Interface Devices
In our scenario the wholesale operator uses the
Ethernet Network Interface Devices (NIDs) in order
to terminate OVCs configured towards the network
and provision EVPLs towards the customers. The NID
devices were MRV OS904s - a carrier grade Carrier
Ethernet demarcation - provided by MRV.

MRV’s OS904 have configured two interfaces, one
ENNI towards the Operator MEN, and one UNI
towards the emulated customer.
MRV OS904s (our NIDs) at the remote locations
(PoPs other than Frankfurt) were configured to
enable an internal loopback. The test data which
was received from the Operator MEN over the ENNI
was looped back to the network by changing the
MAC addresses. We controlled the NIDs remotely
from the ancotel PoP in Frankfurt via an out-of-band
management interface connected either to a
separate circuit or to the Internet. We verified proper
forwarding of test data by accessing the traffic
statistics at the NIDs.
NIDs at the local site in Frankfurt
were connected to the Spirent
TestCenter via a UNI, and to the
Operator MEN network via an
ENNI. They performed tagging of
customer data before the data was
sent towards the network. Typically
the NIDs added an Service VLAN
tag (S-Tag, Ethertype 0x88A8) on
top of a Customer VLAN tag (CTag, Ethertype 0x8100) before they
forwarded the traffic towards the
network, and they removed the STag before forwarding data
towards the emulated customers.
Operator

Remote Site

Belgacom ICS

Brussels

Equinix

London

Expereo International

—

Level 3 Communications

London

P&TLuxembourg

Luxembourg

Teragate

Munich

Tinet

Paris

Ucomline

Sevastopol

Test Equipment
Spirent TestCenter was used to verify the operation
of configured OVCs as shown in Figure 1. The
Spirent TestCenter was connected via NIDs to each
Operator MEN in Frankfurt for traffic generation and
analysis. Additionally we configured a number of
ports which were connected to fiber splitters and
mirror ports of the Interconnect Switch in order to
observe and analyze each interconnect-facing
ENNI.
The MAC addresses of the emulated clients from
Customer A were purposefully configured to be
identical to those of Customer B. This verified that the
forwarding occurs for each of customer independently and forwarding did not rely on the

Test Results Introduction

uniqueness of the MAC addresses.
In the test we verified frame loss, frame delay and
frame variation as well as proper frame encoding
(e.g. usage of expected tags).

TEST RESULTS INTRODUCTION
The below sections describe how we conducted the
tests and how each piece was verified. Tests were
conducted against MEF standards, particularly for
ENNI (MEF 26) and CoS (MEF 23) mapping. While
not all Operator MENs have completed aligning
their service products and interfaces to the MEF
standards, we still tested their ability to interwork
with other operators and the participating
equipment to do so. We feel that this high level goal
was achieved as connectivity was established across
all parties. Further, while we did not test bandwidth
profiles (planned for the next phase of testing) we
did use the built-in RFC 2544 test on the MRV
OS904 in order to help test and debug connectivity
to remote NIDs.

Test Results: ENNI Interconnect
We verified implementations of point-to-point Carrier
Ethernet services across multiple administrative
domains. The operators, represented by their
Carrier Ethernet capable networks, configured
services fully meshed with each other for two
different customers (Customer A and Customer B) of
a Wholesale operator. We verified the proper
mapping of Service VLAN (S-VLAN) IDs, and
measured packet loss, delay and delay variation of
customer data transmitted across both operator
networks (including the interconnect switch and two
NIDs). All except 3 operators supported “doubletagged” IEEE 802.1ad based ENNIs. One uses
single-tagged IEEE 802.1q ENNI and two others use
“double-tagged” IEEE 802.1q ENNI. We generated
unicast Internet Mix (IMIX) frames at 100 packets
per second on each EVC.
For most of the connections Customer VLAN ID (CVLAN ID) preservation was enabled, which means
that the C-VLAN IDs were transmitted unchanged
across the virtual connection. In one case a MEN
operator did not support VLAN-tagged UNIs. In
order to configure Carrier Ethernet services between
this operator and operators which supported tagged
UNIs, we disabled C-VLAN ID preservation for such
connections and performed C--VLAN ID manipulation by removing or adding customer tags, before
the frames were delivered or received to/from the
Interconnect MEN. We tested successfully EVCs
across the following MEN operator pairs:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Expereo (local) - P&TLuxembourg (local)
Expereo (local) - Teragate (remote)
Level 3 (local) - Tinet (remote)
P&T Luxembourg (local) - Belgacom ICS (remote)
P&T Luxembourg (local) - Tinet (remote)
P&T Luxembourg (local) - Ucomline (remote)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Teragate (local) - Belgacom ICS (remote)
Teragate (local) - Equinix (remote)
Tinet (local) - Level 3 (remote)
Tinet (local) - Teragate (remote)
Ucomline (local) - Equinix (remote)
Ucomline (local) - P&TLuxembourg (remote)

During the testing we discovered several issues.
One MEN operator used Cisco Discovery Protocol
(CDP) and Inter-Switch Link (ISL) protocols in their
network. Such protocol frames appeared at the Interconnect MEN with a VLAN ID used to identify an
OVC. Therefore these frames were mapped to the
customer connections by the peer operator and
delivered to the customer over the UNI.
We also discovered a loop due to an incorrect
mapping configuration. Frames entered a point-topoint service from a specific VLAN intended for a
different site, which had not belonged to the service.
These frames were caught in a loop between this site
and one of the point-to-point service, and were transmitted back and forth. This was recognized when
we received traffic even after we stopped all traffic
generation from the Spirent TestCenter.
Typically if a loop is created, a broadcast storm
occurs in the network such that a network operator
would immediately recognize it. In our case the
looped frames were mapped to a low priority class
and one of the Operators that looped the frames
had instead configured a policer that limited the
traffic in this class. Since Ethernet has no TTL-like
mechanism, and none of the services was disturbed,
the frames could have been looped in the network
indefinitely. Once this specific mis-configuration was
identified and corrected this problem did not return.

Test Results: Class of Service (CoS)
Mapping
It is common for any two given administrative
domains to support a different number of classes,
each with different performance or Quality of
Service (QoS) objectives. Therefore the support of
CoS in each administrative domain is not sufficient
in order to be able to provide CoS enabled interdomain Carrier Ethernet services. On the way to
CoS enabled inter-domain Carrier Ethernet services
two major issues as listed below need to be solved:

• The mapping of CoS IDs at the ENNI
• CoS performance objectives mapping at ENNI
In the current phase we verified the first topic of CoS
enabled inter-domain Carrier Ethernet services as,
“CoS IDs mapping at ENNI”.
All participating MEN operators support CoS in their
networks. The number of the supported classes was
in the range from two to four. As shown in Figure 3
below, three MEN operators also supported
coloring in their networks.
The MEF CoS Implementation Agreement (IA), phase
1 (MEF 23) defines three standard CoS for ENNI. In
this test, each MEN operator mapped their internal
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CoS IDs on the ENNI interfaces toward the Interconnect MEN to the three Classes of Service defined
by MEF23. All CoS IDs, with the exception of one
operator MEN, were based on PCP values (priority
code points) - a field found in VLAN tags. For one
Operator MEN the CoS IDs were service-based, so
the specific VLAN IDs identified a service as well as
CoS. This complies with the ENNI specification (MEF
26), and is not a part of the MEF 23 specification.

CoS mapping across the following operator pairs:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

As one can imagine, even if every MEN operator
would map their classes to the same specification
(MEF 23, in the case of our test), and if all would use
the same classification method (PCP, in the case of
our test) still major mapping configuration is
required in order to map from two to three MEF 23
classes and vice versa, as well as mapping between
networks that support or do not support colors.

Expereo (local) - P&T Luxembourg (local)
Level 3 (local) - Tinet (remote)
P&T Luxembourg (local) - Belgacom ICS (remote)
P&T Luxembourg (local) - Ucomline (remote)
Teragate (local) - Equinix (remote)
Teragate (local) - Tinet (remote)
Tinet (local) - Level 3 (remote)
Tinet (local) - Teragate (remote)
Ucomline (local) - Equinix (remote)
Ucomline (local) - P&T Luxembourg (remote)

SUMMARY

If at one ENNI two MEF 23 classes were supported
(L and M), and on the other ENNI all three MEF
classes were supported (L, M, and H), the Interconnect MEN mapped the H class (of the ENNI with
3 classes) to the M class (of the ENNI with
2 classes).

While a few interesting issues were uncovered, and
fine-tuning the configuration properly is surely a
complex effort, we look positively at the results. Eight
network operator participants were dedicated to
resolving these issues and establishing as many
cross-carrier EVCs as possible in the given time.

If a MEN operator supported colors, but another
MEN operator did not, and an EVC was configured
across both operators, the Interconnect MEN was
configured such that yellow frames received from the
MEN operator with color support were silently
dropped. We successfully tested EVCs with enabled

Moving forward, we look forward to the upcoming
future phases — to be published at other Light
Reading conferences such as the Ethernet Expo New
York (November 2010). We plan to continue and
extend the coverage of the program, including endto-end Ethernet performance and fault management.

Tester
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Figure 3: CoS Test Results

Summary

About ancotel
ancotel GmbH, founded in 1999 and headquartered in
Frankfurt am Main, operates the largest and most significant
telecommunications and data hub in continental Europe with
more than 380 service providers out of 59 countries co-located
and interconnected in its neutral carrier hotel. As an
independent company, ancotel is a leading provider of colocation services as well as managed services in the area of
virtualized carrier transport and interconnection infrastructure for
legacy and NGN networks, including TDM, VoIP, IP/MPLS and
Carrier Ethernet.

About EANTC
The European Advanced Networking
Test Center (EANTC) offers independent
telecom network test services for
manufacturers, service providers and
enterprise customers. Business areas
include interoper-ability, conformance
and perform-ance testing for IP, MPLS,
Mobile Backhaul, VoIP, Carrier Ethernet,
Triple Play, and IP applications.

About Belgacom ICS
Belgacom International Carrier Services (BICS) is a leading
global carrier of voice, data and value added services to over
700 wireless, wireline and service providers.
The company owns a worldwide network of fiber optics,
submarine cables and satellite connectivity. Furthermore the
core backbone is built according to the latest optical technology
which recently enabled the full deployment of a state-of-the-art
carrier class native Ethernet network. BICS is at the forefront of
the international communications industry, acting as a catalyst
for growth, both in terms of traffic and reach. BICS aims to
enable global interworking across all networks, technologies
and services. As a result of this approach and the joint ventures
with Swisscom ICS and MTN ICS, BICS is now one of the
largest wholesale voice carriers and a world leader in data
transit services.
www.belgacom-ics.com

About Equinix
Equinix, Inc. (Nasdaq: EQIX) provides global data center
services that ensure the vitality of the information-driven world.
Global enterprises, content and financial companies, and
network service providers rely upon Equinix’s insight and
expertise to protect and connect their most valued information
assets. Equinix operates 51 International Business Exchange™
(IBX®) and partner data centers across 19 markets in North
America, Europe and Asia-Pacific.
www.equinix.com

About Expereo International
Expereo is a leading global Hybrid Network Operator
providing a unique portfolio of wholesale last-mile connectivity
services in more than 200 countries to international carriers,
system integrators and solution providers. The combination of
our own network facilities and the infrastructures of our local
partners, enables us to deliver services such as Internet access
(DSL, cable, leased line, wireless, 3G), Ethernet access, VPN,
IPLC, hardware and local on-site support. All services include
24x7 support via our redundant global Network Operations
Centers in Amsterdam and Singapore.
www.expereo.com

About Level 3 Communications
At the core of an increasingly networked world, Level 3
Communications (NASDAQ: LVLT) is a premier international
provider of fiber-based communications services. We are a

proven carrier for enterprise, wholesale, government and
content customers, who rely on Level 3 to deliver advanced
solutions with an industry-leading combination of efficiency and
quality. We own and operate one of the world’s most scalable,
end-to-end networks to connect our customers with a robust
portfolio of metro and long-haul services, including transport,
data, Internet, content delivery and voice. Learn why Level 3 is
the trusted provider for the largest users of bandwidth.
www.level3.com

About P&TLuxembourg
P&TLuxembourg is the number one telecom operator in
Luxembourg, with a turnover of 349 million Euros in 2008. As a
comprehensive operator and owner of its fixed and mobile
infrastructure, P&TLuxembourg builds and operates with
TERALINK one of the most innovative European IP networks
offering customers data and telecommunications solutions and
services by providing connections to Europe’s foremost
telecommunication and carrier hotels.
www.teralink.biz / www.pt.lu

About Tinet
Tinet, formerly the carrier arm of Tiscali Group, is the only
global carrier exclusively committed to the IP/MPLS wholesale
market. With network presence and customers in EMEA,
Americas and APAC, Tinet provides global IP Transit and
Ethernet connectivity to Carriers, Service and Content Providers
worldwide, within 7 working days. The carrier guarantees
customers proactive management of SLAs and protection from
DDoS attacks.
Established in 2002, Tinet’s unique business model, based on
focus and simplicity, assures the delivery of the highest standard
of service. Tinet has grown to become one of the top 10 global
IPv4 backbones and the number one IPv6 network worldwide.
www.tinet.net
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About Ucomline CJSC - Member of
VEGA TELECOM Group
VEGA TELECOM is the largest alternative fixed operator in
Ukraine providing full scale of telecom services in fixed retail
and wholesale markets, serving more than one million
subscribers in retail telephony and data services. UCOMLINE is
a wholesale division of VEGA TELECOM Group.
VEGA TELECOM owns and operates a nationwide fiber-optic
network, DWDM backbone and robust metro networks as well
as a highly developed and modern MPLS network.
www.vegatele.com

About Teragate
TeraGate is the technology-leading service provider for Next
Generation Corporate WAN and Managed Storage
Connectivity in Germany. The company delivers customized
solutions based on Intelligent Ethernet and tailor-made
interconnections of data centres. All solutions are nationally and
internationally available. TeraGate addresses a spectrum of
innovative corporate customers from medium-sized companies
right up to large enterprises.
The headquarters of TeraGate AG is in Munich. The operations
centre is in Frankfurt, other sites are in Hamburg and Stuttgart.
TeraGate is jointly owned by Deutsche Bank Industrial Holdings
GmbH, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Deutsche Bank AG, and
EGORA Holding GmbH.
www.teragate.de

Vendor Sponsors
Alcatel-Lucent www.alcatel-lucent.com
MRV Communications www.mrv.com
Spirent Communications www.spirent.com

EANTC AG
European Advanced Networking Test
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ancotel GmbH
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